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INTRODUCTION
ABOUT THE COURSE FORABOUT THE COURSE FOR

BEGINNERSBEGINNERS

In this COURSE you are going to
learn using step by step VIDEO

LECTURES how to apply watercolor
techniques, color theory and

watercolor materials. You will learn to
combine different watercolor

techniques and to develop your
talent by numerous creative

exercises. We will deal with the
various topics and you should learn
how to observe and notice various
objects, as well as to find out what

suits you most, still life, flowers,
landscapes, birds or something else.

This course lasts five weeks.In this
course you will learn how to choose
appropriate materials for watercolor
painting,apply color theory to your

paintings and mix colors from various
pigments.

You will learn various application
tecniques in a painting,to create

shadow and light.

And you will learn how to arrange
compositions,you will learn about
perspective and to paint beautiful

landscapes,portraits,flowers,animals.



ENROLL IN COURSE HERE
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I will teach you to paint with more
confidence using motivational quotes
and I will make some suggestions
about the various ways you can sell
your art work using modern
technology.

And there are also a bonus lessons.

What do you want to achieve on this
course?

Setting a personal goal can help you
feel motivated through the course.Your
goal might be to learn about a new
subject or be able to master a new skill
or to answer a specific question.Why
not share with your friends,family or
colleagues to see if they might like to
join you on tjis course?

Before you
enter the
course
Before you enter the course
ask yourselves, how big are
you willing to grow? You
should know that many
brilliant people failed
because they did not use
their talents

Dani Mrdaque



All courses happen online at

http://walking-on-watercolor-clouds-

watercolor-pai...Once a course d course

has started, you will be able to access the

course material and study at any time you

like.

You don’t need to be online at the same

time as the lead educator or other

students.

After the start date, you will be able to

access the course by following the “Go to

course” link at Your courses.

There is no limit on the number of courses

you can take.YES,international CAN

students participate in course.

FAQ
Where and when do courses
take place?

How many courses can I take?

Can international students
participate in course?

Dani Mrdaque

http://walking-on-watercolor-clouds-watercolor-painting-course.teachable.com/
https://www.futurelearn.com/your-courses
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